Dynamics and stability of GCAA tetraloops with 2-aminopurine and purine substitutions.
The contributions of various interactions in the GGCGCAAGCC hairpin containing a GCAA tetraloop were studied by computer simulations using the substitutions of functional groups. The guanosine (G) in the first tetraloop position or in the C-G closing base pair was replaced by 2-aminopurine (AP), and the individual tetraloop's adenosines (A) were replaced by purine (PUR). These substitutions eliminated particular hydrogen bonds thought to stabilize the GCAA tetraloop. For each substitution, molecular dynamics (MD) simulations were carried out in an aqueous solution with sodium counterions, using the CHARMM27 force field. The MD simulations showed that the substitutions in the first (G-->AP) and the third (A-->PUR) position of the GCAA tetraloop did not significantly influence the conformation of the hairpin. A long-lived bridging water molecule observed in the GCAA loop was present in both modified loops. The substitutions made in the last loop position (A-->PUR) or in the C-G base pair closing the tetraloop (G-->AP) to some extent influenced the loop structure and dynamics. These loops did not display the long-lived bridging water molecules. When the second A in the GCAA loop was replaced by PUR, the first A in the loop was observed in the anti or in the syn orientation about the glycosyl bond. The G to AP substitution in C-G base pair led to a change of their arrangement from the Watson-Crick to wobble. The MD simulations of the hairpin with C-AP wobble closing base pair showed increased conformational dynamics of the hairpin. The changes of hairpin formation free energy associated with the substitutions of individual bases were calculated by the free energy perturbation method. Our theoretical estimates suggest a larger destabilization for the G to AP substitutions in GCAA loop than for the substitutions of individual A's by PUR, which is in accordance with experimental tendency. The calculations predicted a similar free energy change for G to AP substitutions in the GCAA tetraloop and in the C-G closing base pair.